Sick sinus syndrome with HCN4 mutations shows early onset and frequent association with atrial fibrillation and left ventricular noncompaction.
Familial sick sinus syndrome (SSS) is often attributable to mutations in genes encoding the cardiac Na channel SCN5A and pacemaker channel HCN4. We previously found that SSS with SCN5A mutations shows early onset of manifestations and male predominance. Despite recent reports on the complications of atrial fibrillation (AF) and left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC) in patients with SSS caused by HCN4 mutations, their overall clinical spectrum remains unknown. The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical and demographic features of SSS patients carrying HCN4 mutations. We genetically screened 38 unrelated SSS families and functionally analyzed the mutant SCN5A and HCN4 channels by patch clamping. We also evaluated the clinical features of familial SSS by a meta-analysis of 48 SSS probands with mutations in HCN4 (n = 16) and SCN5A (n = 32), including previously reported cases, and 538 sporadic SSS cases. We identified two HCN4 and three SCN5A loss-of-function mutations in our familial SSS cohort. Meta-analysis of HCN4 mutation carriers showed a significantly younger age at diagnosis (39.1 ± 21.7 years) than in sporadic SSS (74.3 ± 0.4 years; P <.001), but a significantly older age than in SCN5A mutation carriers (20.0 ± 17.6 years; P = .003). Moreover, HCN4 mutation carriers were more frequently associated with AF (43.8%) and LVNC (50%) and with older age at pacemaker implantation (43.5 ± 22.1 years) than were SCN5A mutation carriers (17.8 ± 16.5 years; P <.001). SSS with HCN4 mutations may form a distinct SSS subgroup characterized by early clinical manifestation after adolescence and frequent association with AF and LVNC.